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In this chaptter we focus on cloud app
plication archhitectures, ass the availability of suitabble architectu
ural concepts is impeerative for thhe creation of cloud appliications. For this purposee we will disccuss several application
areas of clouud computingg to outline the
t requirem
ments that a clloud applicattion has to fuulfill. Based on those
requirements we will thaan discuss an
n architecturaal approach for
f an event driven
d
archittecture that allows
a
the
implementinng application to benefit from
f
the clouud environm
ment. To demo
onstrate som
me of those co
oncepts in a
more practiccal manner, we
w shortly diiscuss the reaalization of an
a Activity Service as a sppecialized middleware
m
that realizes our architecctural concep
pt to ease the developmen
nt of event drriven applicaations in the cloud.
c
Basedd
on the descriiption of the event driven
n cloud archiitecture and its
i realization
n we will givve an insightt into the
special condditions of the cloud enviro
onment an arrchitecture has
h to deal wiith.

C
CO
OMPUTIN
NG ARCHIT
TECTURES
MOTIVATIION FOR CLOUD
Current clouud architecturres from both
h, the comm
mercial and th
he academic side,
s
follow a broad varieety of approaches. Onn one side, thhere are the well-establis
w
shed market players
p
such as Amazon, offering single component IaaS serrvices and Microsoft
M
or Google
G
with their PaaS services. On the
t other sidee, there are the
t theoretical and yet tto be fully im
mplemented basic
b
architecctures coveriing a single layer
l
(e.g. Oppen Cirrus [1
1] and Reservoir [2]) or multiple laayers (e.g. CloudIA [3] orr CCOA [4]) of the cloud
d. However cconcrete guid
delines for
the realizatioon of an appllication architectures for cloud enviro
onments are currently miissing.
Most researcchers and proofessionals agree
a
on the ttypical cloud
d stack defineed by [5] whhich can be seeen as a
basic architeecture for clooud computin
ng (Figure 1)). Following the paradigm
m “everythinng-as-a-service” (XaaS)
the stack com
mprises the different
d
serv
vices types. E
Each service type (IaaS, PaaS,
P
SaaS aand HaaS) reepresents a
layer in the sstack. The laayer can be fu
urther divideed into differrent sub-layerrs. Every layyer can profitt from services providded by any off the other layers below. H
However it is important to
t note that tthe stack is currently to
be seen and used as buildding blocks for
f cloud serrvices. It cann
not be consid
dered as an aarchitectural model that
fferent layerss have differeent requiremeents and serv
ve different
can be used to design clooud applicatiions. The diff
purposes esppecially withh regard to th
he requiremennts that havee to be handleed by a suitab
able architectture. Even
though Clouud Computing promises huge
h
benefitss regarding th
he agility and
d with this, tthe usage of everything
as a service, there is a grreat complexity in realizinng and integ
grating cloud applications. D
Depending onn the layer on
n which the oobtained clou
ud services reside,
r
the aspects, a consumer has
h to worry
y about, channge. For exam
mple the usag
ge of a
SaaS offerinng from the cloud
c
impliess that the servvice provider has to hand
dle
most of the cclassical probblems of scaalable distribuuted applicattions. On thee other
hand, the usaage of an IaaaS offering im
mplies that thhe consumerr (the cloud user)
u
has to handle the distribuution and scaalability aspeects of his ap
pplication. Fo
or
both layers P
PaaS and IaaaS, the cloud application nneeds to be based
b
on a su
uitable
. Thus
architecture to allow the consumer to
o benefit from
m the cloud environment
e
the suitable aarchitecturall concepts, frrameworks aand guidelinees are requireed to
allow the consumer to buuild cloud ap
pplications. IIn this chaptter we focus on
Figuure 1: The typ
pical cloud
architecturall aspects for the IaaS layeer. However the most of the descriptions
stacck based on [5
5]
are also validd for the PaaaS layer with
h the exemptiion that the provided
p
plattform
already dictaates or realizzes several arrchitectural aaspects. We have
h
analyzed applicationn domains lik
ke opinion
mining, disaaster management, smart grids and onnline business platforms which
w
all reqquire scalablee architectures. For exxample in opinion mining
g, millions off web sites have
h
to be craawled in (neaar) real time to detect all
the potentiall opinions exxpressed online; the softw
ware architeccture has thuss to be carefuully designed
d to enable
rapid text annalysis, opiniion extraction
n and data viisualization [6].
[ In disaster managem
ment systems an applicaPage 1 of 12

tion architecture has to provide an adaptable application that can rapidly scale up in disaster situations and
handle partial failures within its usual communication and processing systems. For the management of smart
grids, multiple largely distributed and heterogeneous information sources need to be monitored to allow an
efficient management of a nationwide energy production, distribution and with smart grids also the consumption. To allow those management tasks in an efficient manner, real-time statistics and forecasts of the energy
production and consumption is needed which requires huge amounts of calculation resources and a tight integration with the smart grid monitoring and regulation information systems.
To fill the aforementioned gap in the availability of suitable application architectures, we work on a novel
approach of an architectural concept. The Basis build the mentioned application domains from which we extract the requirements for building applications that allow the particular domain to benefit from the cloud environment. Our approach follows the architectural concept of Event Driven Architectures (EDA) so that components communicate with each other via events which are sent via an appropriate communication middleware to all subscribers who need to act on them. The other components decide themselves for which type of
events they will subscribe and on which they will respond. As one of the aspects of Cloud Computing is the
heterogeneity of the provided services between the different providers, we furthermore provide an abstraction
from the heterogeneity of the underlying communication technologies and the provided infrastructure, by
using the principles of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) [7]. Furthermore we support Complex Event
Processing (CEP) for analyzing low-level events to discover event patterns (e.g., by aggregating them or combining them in a specific context: time, space, semantics) and to act on them in an efficient and timely manner
[8].
In this chapter we will first introduce the mentioned application domains for cloud computing then derive
some general requirements and based on them discuss our architectural approach as an example for coping
with the additional requirements. To round up this description we will then discuss parts of implementation of
the architectural concept in the OM4SPACE project [10] where an activity service with a precisely defined
Active DBMS style ECA rule and execution model for the cloud (as reported in [11]) is developed. The activity service will bridge the gaps between several cloud specific messaging or notification mechanisms by
providing an abstraction across the vendor specific API’s.

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION DOMAINS FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
The following descriptions roughly outline four application domains for cloud computing that we encountered
during our research work. Each of those domains requires a particular set of requirements. However it will
become evident that certain requirements can be found in all domains. From those domain requirements we
derive the general requirements for cloud computing architectures in the next section.

Opinion Mining
Opinion mining deals with the increasing need of decision makers to capture the public opinion about their
products or actions. Several systems have been developed to automatically extract and interpret Web content
related to a specific concept or topic. However, today opinion extraction software is mostly relying on a small
list of potential data sources to support the analysis of a restricted set of topics. The success of these
small/moderate-size systems shows the potential feasibility of more global large scale opinion mining systems
on heterogeneous data sources that would be able to analyze the opinion of the population on some general
questions, such as counting the people having money issues, knowing what the population thinks about the
latest news events, etc. Some recent studies demonstrated that such systems could potentially replace, or at
least complement, traditional polls.
The architecture of an opinion mining system has to be scalable: millions of web sites have to be crawled in
real time to detect all the potential opinions expressed online; the software architecture has to be carefully
designed to enable a real time text analysis, opinion extractions and data visualization. One of the key challenges is that the natural language processing workflow is highly interconnected due to implicit or explicit
user feedback. This means that every time a new entry is added in the source database, a large amount of text
understanding procedures (and in particular cross-document co-references) has to be launched again. A naive
brute-force reset of the databases is naturally infeasible and smarter ways of updating the extracted content
have to be found.
Such systems do not exist today but due to the dynamic availability of huge resource amounts as they are provided by cloud computing providers, they can now be realized. However they need to be based on a suitable
infrastructure to handle the huge amounts of information sources and the need for rapid analysis as well as the
capability to scale based on the current user feedback that needs to be gathered and processed. The architec-
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ture of an opinion mining system has to realize the following requirements to allow the opinion mining process to benefit from the cloud environment:
Interoperability
The whole opinion mining process has to act on largely distributed and heterogeneous information sources.
Furthermore such an application is likely to span across several cloud providers which add further to the distribution and heterogeneity. Despite those facts all application parts need to be able to communicate with each
other and need access to centrally stored pieces of information. For this an efficient communication mechanisms that bridges across the gaps created by the provider and the information source heterogeneity but still
remains easy to realize and to use is required.
Adaptability and Flexibility
Opinion mining applications need to detect changing opinions quickly. For this it is required, that enough
processing resources are available to process all the gathered information pieces in a timely manner. However
for example during an election period or after some public discussions, much more data has to be processed
than usually. In these scenarios the cloud environment can provide the additional resources on an as needed
basis. However this requires that the application architecture is capable of integrating and removing the additional resources dynamically to take advantage of the environment. Another important aspect is the requirement for dynamic adaptation of the processing flow and the information that needs to be gathered. This adaptation needs to be supported by the architecture for a largely distributed system running on various heterogeneous platforms of different providers.
Security and Integration
Even though opinion mining applications derive their knowledge from publicly available sources, their processing results can be seen as critical and need to be secured in a special way. Thus the usage of a combination of a public and a private cloud is a likely scenario alongside with the possibility that only the first processing steps take place in a cloud environment and the later steps, including the simulations, are realized by
foreign applications. Thus the application architecture needs to support integration of application parts in private clouds and “normal” datacenters.

Disaster Management
Disaster management is a complex multi-dimensional process involving a large number of interoperating
entities (teams of humans and systems) and is affected by various social, medical, geographical, psychological,
political, and technological factors. From the information technology viewpoint the disaster management processes can be hindered by lack of adequate, comprehensive and timely information; the presence of conflicting goals, policies, and priorities; lack of effective coordination between different rescue operations augmented with inability of many units to act autonomously [28] An Integrated Disaster Management System should
be able to create the necessary interactions between the involved systems which are dispersed and create the
need functionality. We have identified the following requirements must be fulfilled by an integrated disaster
management system.
Interoperability
The disaster management system uses data origin in several heterogeneous distributed systems. There is data
about person both about victims and about relief personnel; data about damages to buildings, infrastructure
and belongings; weather data; geographical data about roads and other landmarks as well as satellite imagery
that can be used for damage assessment; logistics data about vehicles, delivery times, etc.; communication and
message data; financial data needed to manage the collection and distribution of donations; data in blogs;
news reports; etc. All this data must be collected and automated pre-processed (the variety of semantic and
syntactic heterogeneity must be captured) to be used for decision making during the disaster management An
integrated disaster management system presumes that information gathered in one phase is available to all
next phases. For example information gathered in preparation phase is critical for responding a disastrous
event. However it is valuable for recovery phase, as data collected in preparation phase can be used by the
decision makers in recovery action and risk reduction for further events.
Accessibility and Security
All participated entities (systems, organization or the public user application) should be able to have access to
the integrated disaster system. This also raises the question of information security. Access policy should also
be established based on the pre-defined policy for information sharing.
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Adaptability
A
y and Flexibiility:
Incident com
mmand system
m requires faast flexibilityy and adaptability, on thee fly, and effeective data in
ntegration
from multiplle subsystem
ms. The prerequisite is thee ability to ch
hange someth
hing in accorrdance to thee situation.
When unpreedicted scenaario happens,, for instancee a terrorist in
ncident, the system
s
may need to inclu
ude information from
m National Guuard or Goveernmental aggents.
Geographic information
n capability
All the inforrmation captuured stored and
a analyzedd should be able
a to be preesented with a reference to
t a geographical loccation data. Integration
I
of
o GPS and S
Satellite imag
ges with situaation report w
will give a border view
of the disasteer at hand. Resource
R
can easily be loccated and disspersed. Victtims can receeive faster reesponse.
Such capability will alsoo improve thee preparedneess and recov
very phases.
Reliability
R
w
every ssecond countts, requires reeliable, dediccated equipm
ment. Public
“Respondingg to disaster situations, where
safety officiaals cannot deepend on com
mmercial sysstems that caan be overloaaded and unaavailable; exp
perience has
shown that tthese systemss are often th
he most unreeliable during
g critical inciidents when ppublic demaand overwhelms the systems”.

Smart Griid
Smart grid ccan be also deescribed as information-eenabled grid. Information
n is collectedd through exiisting, new
and emerginng sensing annd measurem
ment systems.. The information may bee used to impprove efficiency, reliabil-ity, and cost effectivenesss of power system
s
operaations, planniing, and main
ntenance. Fro
rom the ICT perspective,
p
this increaseed informatioon flow is a central
c
aspecct for the reallization of sm
mart grids. Too allow grid management
systems to ooptimize the grids
g
efficien
ntly and to ovvercome pow
wer outages rapidly,
r
theyy need just in
n time access
to the inform
mation that iss produced by
y the differennt grid particcipants. How
wever, providding access to
o the huge
amount of innformation frrom a countrry wide poweer grid, can be
b considered
d as a difficuult task at besst. Thus it is
imperative too base smartt grids on an appropriate information processing architecture.
a
The complexxity of the reequired data and its proceessing becom
mes more evident when thhe huge amounts of sensors and actoors within a country
c
widee energy disttribution systtem are considered. For eexample a sm
mart grid,
could be sepparated into different
d
zones where eacch zone woulld cover a staate. Each of tthose first leevel zones
would be subbdivided intoo several seccond level zoones which co
ould represen
nt cities and their suburb
ban areas or
rural districtts. These zonnes can once again be brooken down un
ntil they are at the level oof streets and
d households. Thesee different zoones form a hierarchy
h
whhich can be used
u
by the grrid monitorinng and manaagement.

F
Figure 2: High
h level view of
o a smart griid informatio
on processing and manageement system

Within each of the low leevel zones, several
s
sensoors and actorss have to be monitored annd controlled
d. For exam-ple x each hoousehold witthin a district cloud be innformed abou
ut its current energy conssumption. Fu
urthermore,
each househhold would bee interested in
i the inform
mation when it would be the
t cheapest to obtain energy to for
example turnn on a dish washing
w
mach
hine or a waashing machin
ne. A local grid
g managem
ment compon
nent could
combine thee informationn form the diffferent houseeholds to dettect that theree currently iss an overprod
duction of
energy. To avvoid wastingg this energy,, it could nottify some of the househollds that now would be a good
g
time too
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consume additional energy. In the opposite case, where more energy is consumed than available, a controller
could activate local in hold power generators. Furthermore the local need for additional energy should be populated to the next higher management zone. Once a management system in this zone detects the additional
energy requirements it could activate a storage power plant and notify the lower zones to shout down the in
house generators. This example outlines the huge amounts of sensors and actors as well as the information
flows that need are required to allow the intended amount of agility in smart grids.
In addition to the local reactive management of the energy consuming and producing devices, a central management is required which is capable of enforcing country wide policies and decisions. Furthermore simulation mechanisms are required to provide reliable forecasts for the energy consumption as well as for the production (e.g. Solar power plants). Those central management mechanisms are perfectly suited for cloud computing based infrastructure where they can be rapidly deployed and scale as needed. Furthermore they have
extended requirements regarding the reliability and security of the underlying cloud infrastructure. Another
very important issue is the integration with the information sources in the distributed sensors from all over the
power grid as well as legacy systems. The important requirements for a cloud-based smart grid information
management architecture can be summarized as follows:
Integration and Interoperability
The central aspect of a smart grid information system is the integration of various largely distributed and heterogeneous information sources and information consumers in an efficient and scalable fashion. In particular
this requires that the corresponding cloud application architecture supports the integration of the information
sources in in a dynamic and flexible fashion. Furthermore legacy systems like power distribution controlling
or power production and consumption forecast systems need to be usable within the cloud based system while
avoiding a tight coupling between the different communication protocols and services. It is also quite likely
that the smart grid information system spans across several cloud providers and cloud types like private and
public clouds. Thus once again the efficient and interoperable integration with cloud provider/platform specific services is an important requirement.
Security and Confidentiality
As already mentioned it is likely that a smart grid management system spans across several cloud types. One
reason for this heterogeneity is the extensive requirements regarding security and confidentiality. The processing system and the used environment must assure that no unauthorized access to the power grid management is possible. Furthermore the handled data needs to be protected as it allows to gain access to private customer data related to their power consumption patterns and thus their consume behavior.
Reliability, Adaptability and Flexibility:
Alongside with the protection against unauthorized access, the protection against failures and system downtimes is an important requirement for a possibly country wide power grid management system. For this purpose the grid information system architecture needs to cope with partial failures in a graceful way by for example implementing fallback strategies like migrating parts of the system to a different cloud provider or rerouting information flows through other communication channels and services.
In addition to the possibilities of partial failures or even denial of service attacks, the system architecture need
to be able to handle huge quantity of (sensor) data that occur during normal system operation. A cloud computing based architecture should be capable of adapting the actual usage of resources dynamically to take advantage of the cloud environments agility.

Click Behavior Analysis of Online Shop Users
Modern online shops need to scale rapidly in certain peak load situations like after a successful advertisement
campaign or before Christmas. Cloud Computing services can be used to provide the required infrastructure
based on IaaS dynamically. However this of course requires that the used web shop software and all linked
software systems can handle the adding of additional resources to the processing system. For example in the
case of PHP based web shop that uses a MySQL database server as its storage backend, adding additional web
servers that execute the web shop software can be added. However it this case it is also required to introduce a
load balancing component in front of the web servers to distribute the user requests also across the new servers. Thus such a load balancing and sharing of the backend storage system needs to be supported by the web
shop and its architecture.
Nowadays concepts have been developed to enrich web shops or in general web sites with dynamic recommendation and adaption systems that support the visitor in finding what he is looking for or what the shop
owner wants him to see. One approach to realize such systems is the use of click stream analysis. In this case
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the users requests (each of his clicks on links in the website) is analyzed to build up a user profile that represents his interests and his behavior. If such an analysis is aimed to change the website content dynamically
while the user is still browsing through the website, the required calculations need to take place in near real
time. Thus it is required to provide massive amounts of resources to such a processing system in peak load
situations to guarantee for the aimed user experience. Of course those resources can be provides by cloud
computing services if the architecture of the web shop as well as the processing system can take benefit from
the dynamic environment. In summary, the requirements in the following areas are particularly relevant for an
cloud based application architecture:
Integration
The recommendation system needs to be integrated with the CMS the provides the usage details form the
website visitors and requires the timely feedback of suitable recommendations. For this the application architecture needs to support suitable mechanisms that can be adapted to utilize communication mechanisms available in the currently used cloud environment. Furthermore the different parts of the recommendation system
(e.g. interest detection, profile management, recommendation rule execution) need to communicate with each
other in an efficient an suitable way. Thus the architecture should allow not only the decoupling from the
communication mechanisms used for external communication but also for the communication between the
application components. This will allow the recommendation system to benefit from highly optimized cloud
provider specific communication services while staying independent of the concrete provider to avoid a vendor lock-in.
Adaptability and Flexibility
As the load of the monitored online shops vary the load of the recommendation system also changes based. In
a cloud environment the resources are available dynamically, thus the applications architecture needs as in all
the other scenarios be able to handle the dynamic of the available resources. Furthermore a recommendation
system has to deal with changing rule sets as the owner of the system will adapt the recommendation rules
over time to suite more precisely of to adapt to changing customer needs and interests. Every time the rule set
is changed, a reevaluation of the gathered data needs to be done to allow the system to generate the recommendations based on the new rules. Their reevaluation needs huge amounts of calculation resources and
should be achieved in a reasonable time frame to allow the system to be as agile as required by the owner. For
those cases the application architecture needs to be able to utilize huge amounts of additional resources in an
efficient was for a short period of time.
Security and Data Confidentiality
A recommendation system gathers information on a given website visitor to derive his interests and behavioral
patterns to generate suitable recommendations. Even though this data alone is stored in an anatomized form
and can only be linked to a concrete user by the CMS, the data should still be considered as confidential and
needs to be protected. Furthermore the system should be protected against unauthorized manipulations of the
user profiles to for example prevent an attacker to trigger the generation of an additional discount that should
only be available to some special customers. As a result, the application architecture is required to provide a
suitable amount of security for 1) the communication between the application components and the CMS and 2)
the stored data in the cloud providers data storage services.

SUMMARY OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR CLOUD COMPUTING APPLICATIONS
In the outlined scenarios of the several different application domains, various requirements where stated. This
section now sums up those requirements in an abstracted form to provide the foundation for the following
architecture discussions.
Agility and Scalability
All outlined scenarios have in common that they expect increased agility from the usage of cloud based services. Commercial cloud solutions usually advertise with exactly this increased agility and flexibility which
they promise to be available to the customer with just a few clicks. However such advertisements often neglect the need for additional tasks alongside the usage of cloud services like the integration into the existing
process and system landscapes as well as the data migration. Thus solutions and guidelines are required for
use cases of complete implementation scenarios, starting with the selection and ordering of cloud services and
continuing to an up and running cloud system and its maintenance. Furthermore the scenarios assumed the
possibility to scale their application dynamically by using cloud services. However as for agility in general, an
application architecture needs to handle the horizontal scaling that is usually employed in cloud environments.
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Thus cloud architectures should build upon the concepts and patterns that have already been developed for
scalable distributed applications and adapt them to the increased agility of the cloud environments.
Interoperability and Integration and the Risk of a Vendor Lock‐in
Interoperability has a different meaning on each layer of the cloud stack. From an architectural point of view
the interoperability of single services and the seamless interoperability of computational and storage resources
and the communication services that are used for the communication with other application components inside
and outside of the cloud can be distinguished. The scenarios where often based on the usage of several different cloud environments and types from different providers. Furthermore the integration with other, non- cloud,
application like legacy or in-house applications is often a requirement. Thus standards within each layer as
well as for cross-layer interoperability have to be defined to allow interoperability across the borders of a single cloud environment. In addition approaches for the integration with existing enterprise architectures are
required. The resolution of the mentioned interoperability problems are also one of the major risk that comes
with cloud computing: The risk of a vendor lock-in due to the usage of proprietary services or service combinations. Furthermore the cloud management services are often very proprietary and limited to a vendor or a
specific cloud service. Managing and monitoring of multiple inter-operating cloud services is thus an open
issue for cross-cloud management and monitoring solutions which are required for large scale applications.
Security and Reliability
All of the outlined scenarios process sensitive information at some point that needs to be protected against
unauthorized access. Furthermore most applications have the requirement that the processed data is not manipulated and that the integrity is ensured even if the application is distributed across several cloud providers
and possibly even across several countries. As a result security aspects must be handled not only on the cloud
provider side but also on the cloud application side. Thus security aspects need to be covered by cloud architectures on both the provider and consumer side. Alongside with the confidentiality and integrity of the processed data, the availability and reliability of the cloud application is an important point in all of the scenarios.
However the reliability of commercial cloud services is usually high and often is granted through SLAs. The
aspired federation of clouds and combinations of different cloud services raises new questions regarding SLA
management and reliability assurance. Furthermore aspects like network access have to be taken into account.
Thus availability and reliability aspects also need to be reflected in the cloud application architecture especially when the application has to act across the borders of a single cloud where it should for example be able to
handle partial failures of the communication of processing systems.

USING EVENT PROCESSING FOR BUILDING ARCHITECTURES OF CLOUD COMPUTING APPLICATIONS
One major concept behind Cloud Computing is its service orientation. In a computing cloud, everything is
provided as a service, starting with the infrastructure, continuing with the platforms and finally the complete
application software. From the architectural level of view the building of real domain applications which use
cloud services usually follows the concepts of service oriented architectures (SOA). A cloud computing application must be build based on services with clearly defined interfaces and semantics to allow a strong encapsulation and decoupling of the components. These services can be on-premise or cloud services.
SOA based applications feature a relatively easy possibility for the recombination of the application services
to reflect new processes. But the limitation to sequential and linear processes remains, due to the static behavior of the application which is defined at design time.
The architectural model of Event Driven Architectures (EDA) [12] conquers this limitation. It allows building
applications to handle unpredictable processes because the process flow of an EDA application is determined
at run-time, triggered by events. EDA applications are able to respond on casual events occurring in random
order. While SOA is related to linear work flows, EDA fits for asynchronous long-running processes and to
handle deterministic unpredictable workflows.
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F
Figure 3: A poossible consteellation for a C
Cloud based Service Oriented Architeccture
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mantic. SOA
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r
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dards while
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u
le workflowss, responding
g in real-timee on random events or
event-stream
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m
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oud applications since theey are well suited for
implementinng distributedd application
ns across mulltiple platforrms and enterprise bounddaries. The new
n paradigm
m,
also called E
Event-Drivenn-Service-Orriented-Archiitecture (EDSOA) [21], has
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gated in the
literature [reeferenz]. It iss a modular architecture
a
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and its compponents are capable
c
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d
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underlying m
mechanism of
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R
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u
to controol the compo
onents whichh
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c
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c
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f
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nts in real
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mework. Theey analyze lo
ow-level even
nts to discovver event pattterns (e.g.,
by aggregatiing them or combining
c
th
hem in a speccific context: time, spacee, semantics) and to act on them [8,
13, 14]. The huge amounnt of events to
t be processsed is thus reeduced within
n several proocessing stag
ges.
Building on semantic tecchnologies (ee.g. on Ontollogies like OWL-S)
O
theree is the prosppect of combining event
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u
what
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w
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s
Semanntic event pro
ocessing uses for the signnaling of an event the
knowledge bbase (e.g., deefined as onto
ology modelling of the reelationships between
b
the ddifferent eveents) and cann
also derive kknowledge which
w
is not explicitly
e
desscribed in thee event defin
nition. SCEP -enabled eveent processing engiines will have (1) a descrription of whhat is happeniing in terms of events annd event patteerns based onn
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situations and process states (like in CEP), as well as (2) a higher-level plan for the (re)actions and activities
they can invoke, which can lead to (monitored) follow-up events.
Current research [15] includes rule-based Event Processing Languages (EPLs) for the Web, such as Reaction
RuleML, which employs reaction rules that have evolved from existing rule-based technologies such as Production Rules and Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. They use SCEP-generated facts and knowledge to
derive further decisions and trigger automated reactions. Moreover, such EPLs can exploit the declarative
expressive power of semantic rules as a means to specify knowledge in a way that is understood by 'the business' and is executable by CEP rule engines.
First ideas for semantic event processing [16, 17] focus on one common super event ontology which generalizes and ignores the differences of the various application domains. First approaches for a specific domain,
application and task ontologies is the work of [18] which propose modular sub ontologies for stock applications and the work of [19].
In this chapter we present an architectural concept for event driven applications as we consider event processing as a particularly suited approach for cloud applications. Compared with the derived requirements from
the previous sections, an event processing architecture features the following attributes:
Agility and Scalability
Event processing application components work on the processing of mainly self-contained messages (events)
which results in the creation of new self-contained messages. In general terms this allows the easy distribution
of the processing components across several virtual machines in possibly even several clouds. In practice each
of those processing components will not be able to act completely independent of the other and without interaction with some centralized data repositories. However the general concepts of the architecture already support the distribution which makes it easier to find suitable solutions for the remaining challenges. With the
integration with semantic technologies the agility of the application can be further extended as automatic
management components can adapt the processing system easier due to their gained knowledge of the managed application.
Interoperability and Integration and the Risk of a Vendor Lock‐in
Most parts of an event processing systems rely on a simple communication principle: receiving and sending
messages/events. This communication mechanism can be ported to a lot of communication technologies while
preserving the semantic and hiding the technical facts from the components to allow them to be provider independent. This of course doesn't cover access other cloud services like for example to storage services. However as the following description of an event based cloud architecture shows, solution can be found fairly easy.
Security and Reliability
The proposed event processing based cloud architecture features now extensive concept to ensure security in
terms of data integrity and confidentiality. However as the whole system builds upon the notion of event based
communication, the communication system can be used to ensure required security level. With regard to reliability of the application, the usage of a central monitoring and management system together with an ontology
based description of the applications components and communication links, (automatic) measures can be implemented to assure component redundancies and automatic failover if components fail or overload.

DEFINING THE ARCHITECTURAL OF AN OPINION MINING APPLICATION AS A
CLOUD COMPUTING APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE
In this part we discuss how our architectural approach towards the usage of event processing in the cloud applications can be used in the domain of opinion mining. For an opinion mining system massive amounts of
information need to be processed from various information source scattered all over the internet. Furthermore
the information amount that needs to be processed is likely to vary over time. For example during an election
period, the single statements of the politicians can sometime trigger massive responses cause a burst in the
amount of information that needs to be processed in a given time window to be useful. As a result an opinion
mining application can benefit from cloud computing resources to allow the dynamic scaling of the information gathering systems during such bursts. Furthermore they benefit from the dynamic event driven processing as outlined in the previous sections.
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Figure 4: An Event Driveen Cloud Com
mputing orien
nted Architeccture for Opin
nion Mining

The actual pprocessing off the informaation needs too be done by
y several speccialized comp
mponents (e.g. Natural
language proocessing soluutions). A po
ossible organiization of thee componentts for the opiinion mining
g on a large
scale is given in Figure 4.
4 The first processing staage involves gathering an
nd pre-screenning raw con
ntent and is
located in cllose proximitty to the actu
ual content soources and possibly
p
distrributed acrosss geographicc regions (e.gg.
in different ddata centers from
f
differen
nt cloud provviders). The second proceessing stage is located att a “nearby”
cloud providder and workks with aggreegated and filltered conten
nt that is proccessed for oppinion minin
ng and sentiment analysiis. The third stage of the system can bbe located in
n in a private (secure) clou
oud and does the final
processing aand thus prodduces criticall results that have to be secured again
nst unauthoriized access. The
T results
from this staage can e.g. be
b feed into simulation
s
orr visualizatio
on engines.
The processiing of the infformation pieces is done mostly independent of th
he other proccessing flows. Only in
the final stagge of the processing systeem the data iis aggregated
d into the req
quired resultss. However the
t processing com
mponents needd access to a central inforrmation repo
ository which
h contains deetails on the information
that is relevaant for the monitored
m
opinions. As thiis data needss to be chang
geable rather quickly to adapt the
system to neew situationss (e.g. new asspects for thee monitored topics) the data can't justt be distributted together
with the com
mponent deplloyment. To allow easy aaccess of the processing components
c
tto the centraal repository
without the nneed to copee with detailss of the underrlying hetero
ogeneous com
mmunicationn technologiees, a run-timee
container is defined whicch provides access
a
to thee data reposittory (Figure 5).
he data reposiitory access, the containeer provides aaccess to the event based
In addition tto the abstracction from th
communicattion middlew
ware in similaar means. It tthus hides th
he middlewarre specific deetails from th
he processingg
component aand in additioon takes caree of the inforrmation routiing between the differentt components (in cooper-ation with thhe middlewarre and a man
nagement com
mponent). Th
he encapsulaation of the ccommunication details is
even more im
mportant in the
t environm
ment of cloudd computing as it already is for “norm
mal” distributted application. This increased relevvance is caussed by the vaarious servicee offerings of
o the differennt providers.. For example Amazon offers with their
t
Simple Queue Serviice (SQS) a special messsage based coommunicatio
on service
that is optim
mized for theiir environmeent seems thuus more suitaable than usin
ng a normal eenterprise messaging
m
system that w
would also be
b managed and
a scaled inn addition to the applicatiion componeents. Howeveer SQS is
only availabble in the clouud environm
ment of Amazzon. For a larrgely distribu
uted applicatiion it is how
wever likely
that some appplication parts are deployed with othher cloud pro
oviders or in a private datta center wheere another
communicattion mechaniism is availab
ble. Furtherm
more the com
mmunication between diff
fferent cloudss or data
centers needds additional features of the communiication middlleware like data
d encryptiion or extend
ded reliabilityy
mechanismss that would slow
s
down th
he communiication within
n the borderss of a single data center. Thus
T
an
important asspect for clouud computing
g applicationns is the abstrraction from
m cloud proviider specific services.
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For the specific case of event
e
based communicati
c
ion and processing, the p
OM4SPACE
E project aim
ms to provide a general coommunicatio
on service wh
specific servvices while providing
p
an ADBMS
A
bassed processin
ng semantic
One central aspect for off cloud comp
puting is its eextended agillity which al
as needed annd release theem as soon as
a they are unnnecessary. This
T allows a
ically at varyying loads buut also to red
duce the fees that need to be paid. Wh
service as it is used in thhis application scenario, thhe usage of computing
c
re
ly. Instead thhe application that is deployed on thee cloud has to
o take care of
quiring additional resourrces and integration them
m with the app
plication.
The automattic scaling off the here preesented evennt driven appllication is ha
component tthat monitorss the differen
nt event proccessing comp
ponents with
The manageement compoonent holds a model of thhe processing
g application
the requirem
ments of the different
d
com
mponents as w
well as dynam
mic informat
ponents and used commuunication sysstems. It usess this model together wit
cide if new rresources (inn the form off additional vvirtual machin
nes) need to
cute those sccaling actionns, the manag
gement system
m has to featture provider
ing cloud serrvice APIs. Via
V such an adapter
a
the m
management component c
the correspoonding cloud..
In addition tto the acquiriing and initiaalization of th
the new resou
urces, the ma
event routingg between thhe componen
nts to integratte the new orr exclude the
cessing systeem. The dynnamic adaptio
on of componnent routing is once again
time containner which alloows the transsparent rerouuting of the communicati
c
Such a dynaamic staged innfrastructuree reflects the principles of
o cloud comp
cessing systeem is locatedd in public cllouds where a rapid scaliing based on
stages are loocated in privvate clouds where
w
privacyy is ensured and access m
sharing of reesources to adapt
a
to chan
nging loads.

SION
CONCLUS
Data and proocessing inteensive applications like sm
mart grid, disaster manag
in heterogenneous distribuuted environments and arre very good
d candidates f
ever getting real advantaages from clo
oud opportunnities like scaalability and
presumes thaat the applicaations follow
w suitable arcchitectural models
m
and pr
requirements that arise from
fr
the usag
ge of a Cloudd Computing
g environmen
digm of Eveent Driven Seervice Orientted Architecttures (EDSO
OA) we gave
how data proocessing in opinion
o
minin
ng takes placce and how it
i can benefit
Service Offeerings. The discussions
d
of the applicaation architeccture requirem
out the majoor open issuees and the chaallenges. Our
ur discussionss focused on
between the application components and foreign systems. Oth
her open asp
issues and asspects of datta data storag
ge. A solutionn could be a layered syste
usage modell.
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